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ABSTRACT
In unstructured P2P networks there is a possible of malicious
codes and false transactions. It generates the false identities in
order to perform false transactions with other identities. The
proposed method uses the concept of DHT and reputation
management which provides efficient file searching. The self
certification (RSA ALGORITHM and MD5) is used for
ensuring secure and timely availability of the reputation data
of a peer to other peers. The reputations of the peers are used
to determine whether a peer is a malicious peer or a good
peer. Once the malicious peer is detected the transaction is
aborted. The reputation of a given peer is attached to its
identity. The identity certificates are generated using selfcertification, and all peers maintains their own (and hence
trusted) certificate authority which issues the identity
certificate(s) and digital signature to the peer.
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1. INTRODUCTION
A peer-to-peer commonly abbreviated to P2P. PEER-TOPEER (P2P) networks are self configuring networks with
minimal or no central control. Peer-to-Peer Systems are
divided in to two types. They are Structured P2P systems and
Unstructured P2P systems.
In structured peer-to-peer networks, connections are done
based on some routing algorithms. They typically use
distributed hash table-based (DHT) for indexing. Unstructured
peer-to-peer networks do not have any algorithm for
organization or optimization of network connections. An
unstructured P2P network is formed when the overlay links
are established arbitrarily. The new peers can be constructed
by copying the existing links of other nodes, and then the peer
builds its own links over time.
P2P networks are more vulnerable. It may consist of
malicious code, viruses, worms, and Trojans than the clientserver networks. The traditional mechanisms for generating
trust and protecting client-server networks cannot be used for
pure P2P networks. The major disadvantage of the centralized
approach is, if the central authority turns malicious, the
network will become vulnerable and the transactions are false.
Each and every peer is associated with Certification Authority
(CA).To perform the false transaction the malicious peer
might start multiple CA’s and it generates multiple groups of

identities. In order to counter a malicious peer having multiple
CA’s, the peers are divided into groups based on different
criteria such that a peer cannot become a part of multiple
groups. Each peer obtains its group certificate from the
appropriate authority and attaches it to its CA. The certificate
of a group authority is publicly accessible by any node inside
or outside the group. The peer sends its blinded signature (or)
credentials to the group authority and the authority verifies the
credentials and signs the group certificate. The authority
remains stateless, i.e., it does not maintain any information to
correlate a certificate with the peer.
To overcome this, self certification and Reputation
Management is used. Here the reputation is done by using
Distributed Hash Table (DHT).The reputations of the peers
are used to determine whether a peer is a malicious peer or a
good peer. All peers in the P2P network are identified by
identity certificates .The reputation of a given peer is attached
to its identity. The identity certificates are generated using
self-certification, and all peers maintain their own (and hence
trusted) certificate authority which issues the identity
certificate(s) to the peer. This information’s are stored locally.

2. RELATED WORKS
In [1] the unstructured P2P net- works, peers willingness to
share the content they have and forward the queries plays an
important role during the content search process. Using these
objective criteria past peer behaviors is tracked. Reliable peer
reputations could be used in a variety of ways. They can help
well-reputed peers and other peers with good reputations and
hence help them in making decisions about who to serve
content to and who to request content from. During the
bootstrapping process for joining the P2P network, peers can
potentially use reputations to decide who to directly connect
to in the overlay topology. Since each peer stores its own
reputation locally, for reputations to be reliable and elective,
they have to be updated and stored securely to prevent
malicious peers from the reputation system.
In [2] the unstructured peer to peer systems a completely
decentralized, self-maintaining, and sufficiently secure peer
identification service that facilitates the consistent mapping of
globally unique peer identifications onto dynamic IP
addresses. Peers generate universally unique identifications
locally and store them along with their public key, their
current IP address .If a certain quorum of identical answers is
returned the mapping is considered trustworthy and the peer is
contacted. If contacting the peer fails then the peer is either
online or has changed its IP address (this cannot be
distinguished). The requester can now either assume that the
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peer is online and give up or, in the latter case, submit a new
query to determine the new IP address. If contacting the peer
succeeds in either case, its public key is used to determine
whether the contacted peer really is the one identified by the
mapping or whether a different peer reuses the address or a
malicious peer tries an impersonation attack.
In [3] Digital signatures are used in message transmission to
verify the identity of the sender and ensure that a message has
not been modified after signing. RSA algorithm is extensively
used in the popular implementations of Public Key
Infrastructures. The performance of the two public key
cryptosystem (RSA and MD5) and the new algorithm has
been implemented and compared. The results obtained show
that signing and verification operations are faster in the case
of using new algorithm than in the case of RSA and MD5.
Also it can forbid any one from reaching the sender's message
because with the new algorithm an intruder cannot pose the
message sent since the sender’s private key is unknown for
him. On the receiver part, the message is verified by using
sender’s public key and his private key to decrypt the message
successfully.
An effective reputation management system using peer
reputation and file reputation together in DHT-based
structured P2P networks. Reputation system works better in
preventing untrustworthy files from spreading than existing
systems even in cases of allowing malicious peers to change
their identities.
In [10] the unstructured peer to peer, network uses Naïve
Bayes Algorithm. It is based on Bayesian statistics with strong
independence assumptions.
Prob (B given A) = Prob (A and B) / Prob A
In simple terms, a naive Bayes Classifier assumes that the
presence (or absence) of a particular feature of a class is
unrelated to the presence (or absence) of any other
feature.Bayes classifiers can be trained very efficiently in a
supervised learning setting.

3. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
Figure 1 illustrates the proposed technique. There are three
major steps in the proposed method. They are,
3.1 Construction of unstructured peer to peer networks
3.2 Construction of Distributed Hash Table
3.3 Implementation of Reputation Management
3.4 Implementation of Self Certification (RSA) and Digital
Signature (MD5) for Secure Communication
PEER-TO-PEER (P2P) networks are self-configuring
networks with minimal or no central control. P2P networks
are more vulnerable to dissemination of malicious or spurious
content, malicious code, viruses, worms, and Trojans than the
traditional client-server networks, due to their unregulated and
unmanaged nature.
In unstructured peer to peer, information about one peer is
unknown to the other. (i.e.) to enable communication between
the peers, the peers in the network should know some
information about the other peer in the network.
The proposed system uses the distributed hash table where
each and every peer has the separate hash table. The
information stored in the hash table is based on Reputation
management (tracking users past activity).It helps to perform
the file searching operation efficiently.

Figure 1: An Overview of communication in peer to peer
Unstructured network using self certification and
reputation management
The reputations of the peers are used to determine whether a
peer is a malicious peer or a good peer. Once detected, the
malicious peers are ostracized from the network as the good
peers do not perform any transactions with the malicious peers.
Expulsion of malicious peers from the network significantly
reduces the volume of malicious activities.
Each and every peer has the unique identity, based on this, the
peer is identified and the transaction is begined. The
certification is attached with identity of the peer. The
certification uses the concept of RSA and DSS.where the
algorithm generates the private key and public key, these
identities are attached with reputation of the given peer. The
sender sends the information which is associated with its
private key and signature, the receiver encrypts using its public
key, these in formations are updated periodically in Distributed
Hash Table. DHT allows to search for specific content
identified by a hash key and to eventually perform Boolean
operations upon the results of searches that used different keys
.It provides considerable fast search times in respect to
unstructured solutions. Using the index value the files are
stored and retrieved. If malicious peer performs false
transaction means it can be identified easily and the transaction
is aborted.
For example the system consist of N peers (A to E) where the
file searching is done randomly .Initially its sends the request
with its identity to nearest peer, it checks the file in DHT, if it
has the file, the peer sends those information with self
certification. These operations are done based on reputation
management. The reputation of a given peer is attached to its
identity. The identity certificates are generated using selfcertification, and all peers maintain their own (and hence
trusted) certificate authority which issues the identity
certificate(s) to the peer. A self-certification-based identity
system protected by cryptographically blind identity
mechanisms. A light weight and simple reputation model. An
attack resistant cryptographic protocol for generation of
authentic global reputation information of a peer’s.DSS
provide authentication and authorization.
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4. IMPLEMENTATION

5. CONCLUSION

The proposed method is implemented using Java. The
proposed method is compared with file searching operation
with existing system and how malicious peers are identified
using RSA and MD5.

The file searching is efficient and easy in unstructured peer to
peer networks based on Reputation Management . During the
tranfer of files there is possible of distribution of
viruses,worms and trojan horses and malicious peers to over
come this the self certification (RSA and DSS) is used,it
provides authentication and authorization. It easily finds the
malicious peers and aborts the transaction.Therefore the
proposed method provides the efficient and secure
communication between the peers.

A system that collects, distributes and aggregates the feed
back about consumers past behavior. The server provides
pseudonyms (identities) to users and inducts them into the
system Based on the sever id the client starts the file searching
If the file found it retrieves and stores the file to its hash table.
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Figure 3: Comparision of proposed method with existing
technique(file searching)

Figure 4: Comparision of proposed method with existing
method
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